Help Support Our School with Label Daddy™

Plus, let's keep the lost and found pile to a minimum. Label Daddy offers customized, washable, peel-and-stick labels that can be placed on clothing, books, backpacks/lunch boxes...

20% of each order will be given back to HIGHLANDS PRESCHOOL!

NO MORE IRONING, SEWING OR MESSY FABRIC PENS!
PEEL & STICK WASHABLE LABELS...
Simple and easy as...

1. VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.HIGHLANDS.labeldaddy.com
   Browse the selections!

2. CREATE LABELS!
   Lots of label colors, icons and fonts to choose from!

3. CHECKOUT
   Be sure to use SCHOOL CODE: HIGHLANDS at checkout.

www.HIGHLANDS.labeldaddy.com
school code: HIGHLANDS